SZ Familie
The magazine for both parents and their children

Süddeutsche Zeitung Familie
Profile
SZ Familie is a high-quality magazine for young families from the desk of the Süddeutsche Zeitung. It is the
first magazine that pairs top-notch journalism for parents with a creative, lovingly-crafted children magazine.
Every issue consists of two separate magazines: one for parents and one for children. Back to back, the two
magazines stick together with a flap. Readers simply remove the flap to release two separate issues. This
design allows parents to sit back, relax and read while their children enjoy a magazine of their own. Our
emphasis is: reading is about sharing.

We strengthen our magazine reader relationship through authentic stories and precise, relatable language.
Trust in our parent brand, Süddeutsche Zeitung and its reputation for top-quality journalism deepens this
relationship. For readers, it is apparent that the content of this magazine comes from the heart. It is made by
parents for parents and their children.
Retail price: € 7.90

ADC Awards 2018: Gold for Süddeutsche Familie in the category Year
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Süddeutsche Zeitung Familie
One issue. Two magazines. Two target groups.
Süddeutsche Zeitung Familie is aimed at modern parents who have children between the age of 4 and 11.
Parents who read this publication are well educated and financially well-established. They have successful
careers and enjoy both their families and their work. They tend to be opinion shapers. For these parents,
family life and free time are very important. Whether they read books, newspapers, magazines or online
content, their media consumption is above average. In addition to parents, engaged and enthusiastic
grandparents also belong to the potential readership.

What is inside the children’s magazine.
This is a magazine both parents and children can be
excited about.
Quality children’s journalism meets playful, creative
and interactive ideas. Visually appealing, informative,
fun – and free of advertisement.
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What the parents’ magazine has to offer.
This magazine is characterized by content that is
relevant to readers’ lives while upholding the
winning editorial standards of the Süddeutsche
Zeitung. Created for parents by parents, this
heartfelt, sophisticated and aesthetically pleasing
publication addresses diverse topics surrounding
parenthood.

Süddeutsche Zeitung Familie
Publication Dates / Calendar 2018/2019*
Issue | Publication Dates Coverstory*
(Tuesdays)

Submission
Deadline

Copy
Deadline

1/2019 | 19.02.2019

psychology

19.12.2018

14.01.2019

2/2019 | 16.04.2019

sustainability

26.02.2019

11.03.2019

3/2019 | 18.06.2019

education

30.04.2019

09.05.2019

4/2019 | 27.08.2019

childhood in east & west Germany 05.07.2019

19.07.2019

5/2019 | 15.10.2019

relationships

06.09.2019

4 *Subject to change at short notice.

30.08.2019

Süddeutsche Zeitung Familie
Examples: Parents‘ magazine
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Süddeutsche Zeitung Familie
Examples: Children‘s magazine
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Süddeutsche Zeitung Familie
Technical specifications and data delivery
PRINT TEMPLATES
You must deliver a print template for us to process your order. Complaints due to the delivery of incorrect
templates will not be recognised. The contracting party is the client. No complaints may be filed when a
binding colour proof has not been submitted. Advertising copy deadlines must be adhered to. The
magazine is produced using adhesive binding.
ORDERS AND DELIVERY
Telephone: +49 (89) 21 83 - 84 84
E-mail: dispo-anzeigen@sz.de
Süddeutsche Zeitung GmbH
Anzeigendisposition, 14. Stock
Hultschiner Straße 8
D – 81677 Munich
ADVERTISING MATERIAL CONTENTS
PDF-Version: PDF/X-1a
A PDF with 300 dpi is ideal.
Label: printed table of contents
7 The terms and conditions stated according www.sz-media.de/AGB

REPRO FORMAT SPECS
Full (1/1) page: 215 x 274mm + 3mm trimm
PRINTING PROCESS
Newspaper offset for inside pages
PRINT PROFILE for cover pages and flap
Colour profile ISO Coated V2 for glossy
paper
PRINT PROFILE for inside pages
Colour profile PSO Uncoated ISO12647
for uncoated paper

